HP 15c Scientific Calculator
HP’s Popular 15c Scientific Calculator in a Limited Edition. The HP 15c Scientific Calculator combines
intelligent design with advanced scientific calculations. Benefit from faster processing power, great
shortcuts like RPN and an intuitive, horizontal interface.

Intelligent design meets portability

Advanced scientific calculations

Powerful problem solver

HP classic available as limited edition

The HP 15c scientific calculator presents an intuitive, horizontal
interface, just like the original.
The compact size and light-weight metal frame of the HP 15c allow
scientists and engineers to easily carry this powerful calculator from
meeting to meeting.
Run calculations quickly. This HP scientific calculator touts up to 100x
faster processing power than its predecessor 1.

Gain a scientific calculator with programmable functions and built-in
support for complex numbers, matrix math, numerical integration
and root solving.
Store complex calculations directly in the memory for rapid retrieval.
Reduce the number of keystrokes with RPN capabilities.
This HP classic features a unique production number and “limited
edition” script, making it a great gift for collectors, scientists and
engineers. Learn more about HP calculators.

HP 15c Scientific Calculator

Part number

NW250AA

Display

1 line x 12 characters; 7-segment, single line

Display type

LCD

Enclosure material

Plastic

Entry system logic

RPN

Menus/Prompts

No

Keyboard

Numeric

Best used for

Engineering; Surveying; Science; General Math; Physics

Math functions

Trigonometric, exponential, basic statistics, complex number calculations, matrix operations, integration, keystroke programming

Power supply

2 CR2032 batteries

Weight

116 g (4.09 oz) with batteries

Dimensions

8.0 x 1.52 x 12.9 cm (3.1 x 0.6 x 5.1 in)

Warranty

May vary by country

What's in the box

Gift box, calculator, batteries, Owner's Handbook, protective sleeve, CD with virtual calculator

1

Addition loop test, completed in HP labs. Up to 100X faster than original HP 15c.
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